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Pretraining and the Function of Minireview
Hippocampal Long-Term Potentiation
to isolate the encoding of spatial relations from other
types of learning, such as learning an efficient swim
strategy, learning that there is a platform, and learning
May-Britt Moser and Edvard I. Moser*
Department of Psychology
Norwegian University of Science
and Technology to climb upon the platform. They pretrained the rats until
the animals were familiar with the task in one pool and7491 Trondheim
Norway then tested the effects of NMDA receptor antagonists
on new learning in a second pool with different external
cues. Both groups reported that NMDA receptor antago-
nism failed to impair spatial learning. The benefit of pre-Storage of information in the brain may rely on activity-
training was observed even in animals that receiveddependent synaptic plasticity. It is well established that
nonspatial pretraining behind curtains (Saucier andone form of long-lasting plasticity, long-term potentia-
Cain, 1995; Hoh et al., 1999), suggesting that the effecttion (LTP), can be induced in the major excitatory syn-
did not reflect mere generalization between orientationapses of the hippocampal formation by afferent high-
cues around the two water mazes. Animals with hippo-frequency stimulation reminiscent of the natural firing
campal lesions did not profit from pretraining (Ban-properties of hippocampal neurons. LTP satisfies many
nerman et al., 1995). Thus, spatial learning depends onof the computational requirements of a memory-induc-
the hippocampus but can, at least under some circum-ing cellular mechanism, and for this very reason there
stances, occur in the absence of NMDA receptor±is now a huge body of literature dealing with the mecha-
dependent LTP.nisms of hippocampal LTP.
The simplest explanation of the pretraining effectHowever, the relevance of this research hangs on the
would be that the NMDA receptor blockade was incom-demonstration of a mnemonic role of LTP in behaving
plete and that the few unblocked synapses were suffi-animals. Converging evidence does suggest that block-
cient for synaptic plasticity and learning in animals al-ade of LTP interferes with some hippocampus-depen-
ready familiar with the general task requirements.dent memory processes, such as encoding of spatial
However, tetanic stimulation of the perforant path failedmemory (Martin et al., 2000). For example, an essential
to induce LTP in the dentate gyrus of the pretrainedstep in the induction of associative LTP is the activation
drug-treated animals (Bannerman et al., 1995; Saucierof N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. Intraven-
and Cain, 1995), and the intracerebral drug concentra-tricular infusion of a competitive NMDA receptor antago-
tion was comparable to concentrations causing com-nist disrupts LTP in the excitatory synapses of the den-
plete blockade of LTP in the excitatory synapses oftate gyrus and impairs new spatial learning in a Morris
the hippocampus in vitro (see Bannerman et al., 1995).water maze (Morris et al., 1986). Overexpression of an
Although the role of residual receptors cannot be deter-NMDA receptor subunit has been reported to enhance
mined until pretraining is studied in mice with induciblehippocampus-mediated learning (Tang et al., 1999).
mutations of hippocampal NMDA receptors, the currentSimilar parallel effects on LTP and learning have been
data suggest that NMDA receptor±mediated LTP in thenoted following targeted mutations of other genes ex-
hippocampus is not essential for new spatial learningpressed in hippocampal excitatory synapses (Martin et
in pretrained animals.al., 2000).
Isolating Learning Impairment fromAlthough it appears from these studies that LTP-like
Sensorimotor Impairmentactivity may be necessary for hippocampus-mediated
There are several possible interpretations of the protec-memory, there are several examples of intact learning
tive effects of pretraining in rats without capacity forin the absence of LTP, indicating that we have not yet
NMDA receptor±dependent LTP. First, NMDA receptorgrasped how LTP and memory are related. The most
antagonists may interfere with the acquisition of motorstriking of these examples is perhaps the observation
skills that are necessary for successful navigation in thethat NMDA receptor blockers fail to disrupt new spatial
water maze (Saucier and Cain, 1995; Saucier et al., 1996),learning in the water maze in rats that have received
and this, rather than the blockade of LTP, may be thepretraining in a different spatial environment (Ban-
cause of the performance impairment. Prior training hasnerman et al., 1995; Saucier and Cain, 1995). We will
been shown to eliminate the disruptive sensorimotorargue that this observation, apparently inconsistent with
effects of a variety of drugs, and animals that learn tothe LTP memory hypothesis, may in fact provide a key
swim, climb, and balance in advance may similarly beto the understanding of the specific function of LTP-like
able to overcome the acute effects of an NMDA receptoractivity in hippocampus-mediated memory formation.
antagonist (Saucier and Cain, 1995; Saucier et al., 1996).Pretraining Prevents Spatial Learning Deficit
The ªsensorimotorº interpretation predicts that even na-following Blockade of LTP
ive rats would learn if LTP were blocked without con-When animals are trained to find a hidden platform in
comitant motor dysfunction.a water maze, they learn a lot more than the spatial
Recent experiments shed light on the role of sensori-configuration of the environment. A few years ago, Ban-
motor deficits. Otnaess et al. (1999) compared spatialnerman et al. (1995) and Saucier and Cain (1995) tried
learning in nave and pretrained rats after new LTP was
prevented by a ªsaturationº procedure (Moser et al.,* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: edvard.
moser@svt.ntnu.no). 1998) that left the sensorimotor skills of the rat intact.
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Figure 1. Spatial Learning in Naive and Pre-
trained Rats following ªSaturationº of the Ca-
pacity for LTP in the Perforant Path Synapses
of the Dentate Gyrus
Tetanic stimulation was delivered across the
angular bundle until no further LTP could be
induced through a stimulation electrode in
the center of the bundle. Diagrams show
swim paths of naive and pretrained animals
at the end of training on a probe test with the
platform unavailable for 60 s (Otnaess et al.,
1999). The platform used to be in the south-
west quadrant.
LTP was induced repeatedly across the perforant path place throughout the four trials of each day. Memory of
the target position on trial 1 of a given day was character-fibers of the angular bundle until no further potentiation
was obtained in the behaving animal. Stimulated animals ized by reduced escape latencies on trial 2. The intertrial
interval varied from 15 s to 2 hr. Steele and Morris foundwere not different from control animals on a balance
task or a climbing task in the water maze. Nonetheless, that animals treated with an NMDA receptor blocker
exhibited poor retention at long test intervals, indicatingwhile saturation of the capacity for LTP interfered with
spatial learning in naive animals (as in McNaughton et that NMDA receptor±dependent LTP was necessary for
long-term storage of spatial memory. Extensive pretrain-al., 1986; Moser et al., 1998), pretrained animals were
unaffected and acquired the new task as rapidly and ing did not prevent this retention impairment. So what
LTP-dependent function may a pretrained animal needwith the same precision as the rats in the control group
(Figure 1). Thus, spatial learning was impaired in the in the delayed matching condition but not in the stan-
dard reference memory task? In the matching condition,absence of sensorimotor deficits, and pretraining elimi-
nated this impairment. memory of location is not sufficient. The rat must be
able to distinguish the most recent platform positionSo why doesn't NMDA receptor blockade disrupt spa-
tial learning in a pretrained animal? We will consider two from positions that were used on preceding days. It
needs to remember both where the platform was posi-explanations: (1) LTP is essential for some aspect of
learning other than the acquisition of a spatial map, tioned and when the platform occupied this position
(recent or remote). This addition of a temporal tag toand (2) LTP is indeed part of the normal mechanism for
spatial learning, but there are parallel NMDA receptor± each spatial memory may be one of the LTP-dependent
functions of the hippocampus. If it is, pretraining mightindependent back-up mechanisms that are sufficient for
new learning in a pretrained animal. These alternatives not help if the platform position changed regularly, as
in the delayed matching task. The reference memorydo not necessarily exclude one another.
Hippocampal LTP and Nonspatial Associations test, in contrast, requires no new associations between
location and time, at least not if the animal is alreadyIt is possible that NMDA receptor±dependent LTP is
indispensable only during a specific type of learning in familiar with the course of events in a water maze
session.the water maze and that only naive animals need this
form of learning. Bannerman et al. (1995) suggested An involvement of hippocampal LTP in place±time
associations (memory of ªepisodesº) would be consis-that NMDA receptors are critical for learning about the
general structure of the water maze task, e.g., that there tent with the suggested role of the hippocampus in
memory of temporally sequenced information (reviewedis an escape platform, that it is located some distance
off the pool wall, and that entering the platform is fol- by Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Lisman, 1999). Hippocampal
lesions interfere with trace conditioning (see McEchronlowed by termination of the trial. This type of learning
would be completed at the time training in the second and Disterhoft, 1999) and disrupt the retention of which
of two arms in a radial maze was visited most recentlypool is started. However, later work has shown that the
beneficial effects of pretraining are not eliminated in rats (Chiba et al., 1994). Although position is clearly the main
determinant of firing rates in hippocampal pyramidalthat receive an NMDA receptor antagonist during the
pretraining stage (Hoh et al., 1999). Antagonist-treated cells (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978), some cells may also
exhibit temporally specific activity, as shown after clas-rats learned to make adaptive response sequences,
such as swimming away from the periphery and climbing sical conditioning of the rabbit nictitating membrane
response (Berger and Thompson, 1978). These observa-the platform, and subsequently acquired a new task at
the same rate as did saline-treated control animals. tions suggest that hippocampal neurons may potentially
encode a rather broad range of ªepisodicº memory attri-Thus, paradoxically, both spatial and procedural learn-
ing can occur in the absence of NMDA receptors. What butes (Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Martin et al., 2000). Hip-
pocampal associative LTP may contribute to the bindingis then the function of NMDA receptor±mediated LTP?
Recent experiments have identified a condition during of spatial information with temporal or other nonspatial
task elements.which NMDA receptor antagonism blocks spatial learn-
ing in the water maze even in pretrained animals. Steele Multiple Redundant Learning Mechanisms
in the Hippocampusand Morris (1999) trained rats in a delayed matching
version of the water maze task, in which the platform However, it is not necessary to assume that hippocam-
pal LTP has only nonspatial functions. Spatial memoryposition changed from day to day but stayed in the same
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may normally be stored via NMDA receptor activation, that there are additional NMDA receptor±independent
but the hippocampus may contain additional NMDA re- memory mechanisms whose function may be sufficient
ceptor±independent plasticity mechanisms that are able to encode pure spatial relations under simplified condi-
to encode pure spatial relations, such as after advance tions, such as after pretraining. When the complexity of
training in a related environment. This view would ex- the spatial memory task is increased, e.g., by requiring
plain why pretraining benefits learning in a reference retention of temporal order, these back-up mechanisms
memory task without discarding a role for NMDA recep- may no longer help.
tor in spatial learning, as such.
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Conclusion
The pretraining studies show that rats can encode new
spatial memory without NMDA receptor±mediated LTP.
This suggested to many that LTP and memory were not
related and that behavioral impairments in the naive
condition reflected the disruptive sensorimotor effects
of the drugs. New data suggest that (1) sensorimotor
dysfunction does not explain the impaired performance
after NMDA receptor blockade in naive rats, (2) the effec-
tiveness of pretraining depends on the subsequent train-
ing protocol in the water maze, and (3) spatial represen-
tations in the hippocampus are normally maintained by
NMDA receptor±mediated LTP. This does not preclude
